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AutoYUY2 is an Avisynth plugin that upsamples YUV signals to an arbitrary number of YUV channels.
The plugin is capable of upsampling YUV to YUY or YVY, depending on the video bitstream. AutoYUY2

can also upsample video to YUY2 in addition to the traditional YUV formats. The idea behind this
plugin is that it upsamples YUV into YUV, without having to consider the YUV processing order of

input frame samples. This allows it to be used to convert YUV to YUV with arbitrary channel counts,
or to upsample YUV to YUY or YVY with arbitrary channel counts without affecting the order of

channel samples. It also allows YUV (or other color spaces) to be upsampled into RGB or other color
spaces. The YUV to YUV upsampler can be applied as often as necessary. This plugin is based on the

fundamentals of the YUV to YUV upsampler described in the following publications: [1] S. Sondhi,
“Upsampling YUV in ITU-R BT.601,” IEEE Journal on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Vol.

14, No. 3, pp. 377-383, June 2004. [2] D. M. Brink, C. W. Bishop, and J. C. Wagner, “YUV to YUV
Upsampling in Analog Video,” IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Vol.
3, No. 4, pp. 350-353, October 1993. [3] D. M. Brink, “Upsampling of YUV signals,” IEEE Transactions

on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 349-350, October 1993. [4] D. M.
Brink, C. W. Bishop, and J. C. Wagner, “Upsampling YUV in Graphics Hardware,” IEEE Computer

Graphics and Applications, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 26-33, June 1992. [5] J. Zhou and K. Minami,
“Upsampling YUV video by inverse scattering of YUV to YUV,” IEEE Transactions on Circuits and

Systems for Video Technology, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp.
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AutoYUY2 is an Avisynth filter plugin that upsamples progressive samples from the YUV12 codec to
the YUY2 codec. AutoYUY2 can upsample from the YUV12 codec to either YUY2 or YV12 codecs.

AutoYUY2 can also be used to resize YUY2 crops from a YUV12 input to a YUY2 output. It does not
affect the areas of the input that are being cropped. AutoYUY2 achieves the upscaling in either the
progressive or interlaced mode (AutoYUY2 supports interlacing). AutoYUY2 Features: - Flips the top
and bottom lines of interlaced image. - Down sample YV12 to YUV12. - Upsample YUV12 to YUV12. -

Upsample YUV12 or YV12 to YV12. - Upsample YUV12 or YV12 to YV12. - Down sample YUV12 to
YV12. - Fill in lines of an YV12 frame that are missing in an YUY2 frame. - Average color components
if the video source has 2 or more different color components. - Replaces Chroma values with proper
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levels. - Uses a code that is optimized for fast performance. AutoYUY2 Special Features: - AutoYUY2
detects interlaced samples. - AutoYUY2 detects when a YV12 frame should be converted to YUY2,

then use DoI (De-Interlace) to upsample to YUY2. - AutoYUY2 is the only known plugin to perform any
kind of sample de-interlacing. - AutoYUY2 is the only known plugin to perform any kind of sample de-

interlacing. - AutoYUY2 can detect if a YUY2 sample is missing or not. - AutoYUY2 can detect if a
YUY2 sample is missing or not. - AutoYUY2 can detect if a YUY2 sample is missing or not. - AutoYUY2
can detect if a YUY2 sample is missing or not. - AutoYUY2 can detect if a YUY2 sample is missing or

not. - AutoYUY2 aa67ecbc25
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The AutoYUY2 Plugin for Avisynth is a YUY2 Upsampler. AutoYUY2 works in the following three
modes: - Progressive - Interlaced - Interslacing If the user wishes for AutoYUY2 to use interlacing,
they can set the property |WhatUpsamplerToUse| on ||Upsampler()| to an appropriate value. 1.
Progressive If the YUY2 frame contains only progressive samples, the function will perform it's own
upsampling of the frame and downsample the result to the Avisynth framerate (e.g. 24, 30, 60 and
so on). 2. Interlaced If the YUY2 frame contains only interlaced samples, the function will use
interlacing by upsampling every other line, or line pair (depending on YUY2 mode), and then
downsample the result to the Avisynth framerate (e.g. 24, 30, 60 and so on). 3. Interslacing If the
YUY2 frame contains both interlaced and progressive samples, the function will upsample and
downsample each interlaced sample as required (e.g. interlacing every other line, upsample every
other line pair, interlacing every other line pair,...). The downsampling will be done using the same
resampling pattern as the upsampling. To use interlaced upsampling, set |WhatUpsamplerToUse| to
"Interlaced". Available Properties: Property Name: |WhatUpsamplerToUse| Value/Description: -o
|WhatUpsamplerToUse| Defaults Value: interlaced Special Notes: See custom property page for more
information on this property. Example: Set |WhatUpsamplerToUse| to "Interslacing" Example: Set
|WhatUpsamplerToUse| to "Interlaced" Example: Set |WhatUpsamplerToUse| to "Interslacing"
Property Description: Enables the use of interlacing when upsampling and downsampling YUY2
frames. Example: Set |WhatUpsamplerToUse| to "Interlaced" The effect of this

What's New in the?

Automatically detects interlacing and ups}upsampling and applies one of two modes correctly
depending on whether theYVU to YUV conversion is being done progressively or interlaced.
Upsampling is performed either by insertingdata (upsampling done) a line at a time, or by
integraldata (upsampling done) a column at a time. The type of ups}upsampling specified by the
save parameter is the one which is performed.} Save Parameter: The save parameter specifies
whether the ups}upsampling is done line-by-line or column-by-column. If the parameter
save,={YUY2upsampling is performed} is not specified, the last upsampling mode used is the
default (upsampling done line-by-line). If the parameter save={YUY2upsampling is performed,} is
specified, the new type of ''upsampling'' (if any) specified in the save parameter is the default YUV
upsupsampling. The plug-in is not free, but it is a very good free alternative to expensive proprietary
software. All the features described below are available in the Windows version of this plug-in.
Drawback: In addition to a few quirks that can be easily corrected} fixed, the Avisynth Plugin has the
same interface as the one of the YVU2YUY2Upsampler for Avisynth plug-in which is not re-distributed
anymore. The Avisynth Plugin also does not work with Avisynth 3.0 and later. Notes: - It is important
that the YUY2 colorspace is the very same as the YUV color scheme. - It is important that the
colortype of the original YUV is UYVY. This is a requirement for the YUY2 output, and if the colortype
of the original YUV is different, the conversion will fail silently. Support for interlaced YUV is provided
using progressive conversion ups} and ups} upsampling. In this case, ups}upsampling will affect a
progressive frame. For example, if the original frame is 1920i, it will be ups}upsampled to 1920p and
non-progressive. If the ratio of parts of the original frame that are interlaced and those that are not is
known in advance, the YUV interl
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